
  West Highland Line (South) 

Station Modernisation Patch

A patch for merged version of the West Highland Line for Suburban 
Glasgow Northwest (Payware).

This patch adds custom Abellio ScotRail station signs and updated 
platform textures to the new Full West Highland Line merge for the 
new Payware Suburban Glasgow Northwest. Also included is an 
optional patch to swap the track to Gü's/JT's wooden track. Like 
with most things for TS, this patch is not perfect. But, it definitely 
adds something to the route.
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You require the following DLC (please ensure it is all ticked in your steam DLC list):

⦁ West Highland Line Full & its requirements (Including Suburban Glasgow Northwest) 
(Steam/Steam Workshop) 

⦁ West Highland Line (South) (Steam)

⦁ Train Simulator Academy (included with all versions of TS)

⦁ Platform Clutter Scenery Pack (Steam)

⦁ Fife Circle Line: Edinburgh - Dunfermline (Steam)

⦁ Edinburgh - Glasgow (Steam)

⦁ South Western Main Line: Southampton - Bournemouth (Steam)

⦁ Liverpool - Manchester (Steam)

⦁ Vulcan Productions' Tree Pack

      https://www.vulcanproductions.co.uk/

⦁ Just Trains'  Common Library - included with any JT Midland Mainline Add-On). Mainly 
for the track patch.

⦁ 4AspectSimulations' Railway Signage Pack

⦁ DPS Route Building Pack 01

      https://www.dpsimulation.org.uk/scenery.html

(P.T.O.)
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To install: ENSURE TO BACKUP YOUR ROUTE ( INSTALL FIRST. Then, copy and paste the 
Assets and Contents folder into your Railworks directory. You can also do the same for the 
track patch if you desire.

*Please Note*

⦁ I'm not saying that this patch is perfect, but I like to say that it adds a degree of 
realism to the route! I have worked to the best of TS' limitations, and with the assets 
available.

⦁ The updated platform textures will only apply to the the new West Highland Line 
merge.

⦁ This is just a patch for EITHER the OLD Freeware Suburban Glasgow (now 
unavailable) merged version of West Highland Line (South) OR the new Payware 
Suburban Glasgow Northwest merged WHL (West Highland Line Full). You will need to 
install West Highland Line (South) from Steam, Suburban Glasgow from the Steam 
Workshop and the detail pack from: http://www.suburban-glasgow.org.uk/ OR West 
Highland Line Full from Steam Workshop before this patch will work. This patch WILL 
NOT work as a standalone without the Payware route requirements. Credit to 
Milepost Simulations for West Highland Line (South), and Iain Mackay/Thomson 
Interactive for Suburban Glasgow (Including the very useful signalling update 
including, but not limited to, RETB boards).

⦁ You are NOT permitted to re-distribute my (WestieRail 75B) included assets. These 
assets may only be downloaded from my website (https://westierail75b.weebly.com/). 
You may use them in your freeware content, but you MUST link my site in your 
ReadMe file.

The platform textures are an amalgamation of both my own texturing, and freeware textures 
from:

⦁ Katsukagi (https://3dtextures.me/2018/01/21/asphalt-002/)

⦁ Linolafett (https://www.pinterest.pt/pin/395331673532366391/)

⦁ Various from textures.com

If you enjoyed this, or have any feedback or issues, please let me know via my Facebook 
page: https://www.facebook.com/WestieRail-75B-Scenarios-104621564617517/ or by email at: 
WestieRailScenarios@outlook.com

*Unfortunately, I can’t be held responsible for any damage caused to your TS install, or your 
computer, although this is highly unlikely*

Finally, enjoy!
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